Housing design for New York's East Harlem riverfront wins Ruberoid Competition first prize for Minneapolis team.
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"THEY ALL KEEP INSISTING A HARDWOOD FLOOR IS THE BEST BUY IN SPITE OF THE PRICE"

"Our Maintenance Chief says a hardwood floor will reduce dust problems by 60% and permit cleaner premises with less actual labor costs. He figures hardwood is a must for any food processing plant or other operation where sanitation is important."

"Our Personnel Director has studies to prove the resiliency of hardwood assures employee foot comfort, inspires better housekeeping, builds company pride and morale."

"Other manufacturers are agreeing in ever-growing numbers. Note the new 120,000 sq. ft. P. Lorillard floor in Greensboro, N. C. It's an Edge Grain Ironbound* Continuous Strip* Hard Maple Floor by Robbins Flooring Company."

"Our Plant Engineer points out that a hardwood floor will outlast almost any other—is superior to even the newest types of hardened concrete for resistance to wear. It is easier to maintain, offers better insulation, provides a truer base for placing machine tools."

"Our Materials Handling Engineer insists no other flooring can match hardwood for trafficability. He knows substantial savings will be realized with less wear and tear on equipment. And there's less noise distraction from moving vehicles."

Learn all the pleasant facts on the true cost of hardwood floors. Write for the name of your nearest authorized Ironbound installer, to Robbins Flooring Company, White Lake, Wisconsin, Attn: Dept. PA-963.

ROBBINS

MAKERS OF MODERN MAPLE FLOORS—Subsidiary of E. L. Bruce Company (Incorporated), Memphis, Tennessee

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 366
Minneapolitans Win Ruberoid Competition

NEW YORK, N.Y. A team of architects from Minneapolis has been announced as winner of top honors in the 5th Annual $25,000 Architectural Competition of the Ruberoid Company. This was the most closely followed of all the company's competitions, since the problem dealt with a real redevelopment problem on New York's Upper East Side, and the city government has given assurances that the winning proposal will be given close consideration when the time arrives for construction of the actual project. Jury for the competition was composed of architects Sir Leslie Martin, Albert Mayer, and Harry Weese; Herbert J. Gana, city planning associate professor at University of Pennsylvania; David A. Crane, director of land planning and design of the Boston Redevelopment Authority; Lewis E. Kitchchen, president of his own Kansas City realty company; and Milton Mollen, chairman of the New York City Housing and Redevelopment Board. Architect B. Sumner Gruzen, professional advisor to the competition, proposed the program and the jury.

The winning scheme (1,2) by Thomas H. Hodne, Kermit Crouch, Tokiaki Toyama, Vern Svedberg, James Solverson, James McBurney, and Robert Einsweiler (affiliation: Hodne Associates) devotes the bulk of the site to buildings of five and six stories—the same height as most older structures in the section. Four high-rise towers occur at the river side of the area, and there is provision for a marina (as in most of the programs submitted). Every third floor of the towers is a common social and recreational area.

Second prize money went to the proposal (3,4) by Edwin Karl Stromston and Richard Scofido (affiliation: Richard G. Stein) and Felix John...
First prize winning scheme in the Student Awards section of the Ruberoid program (7,8) received praise for its proposed prefabricated frame system to furnish superior low-cost public housing. Designed by Robert P. Holmes and Robert L. Wright of the University of Illinois, the scheme depends on standardization of a certain variety of dwellings to make the prefabrication system viable.

Third architectural prize winner (5,6), by Hanford Yang and Amiel Vassilovski (affiliation: Pederson & Tilney), proposes a system of long "ramparts" of low-rise housing joining high-rise towers. Shops and stores occur beneath the housing, a New York characteristic. The low-rise elements tie in with East Harlem.

Martorano (affiliation: Shreve, Lamb & Harmon). It creates a pedestrian community, parking being integrated within the structure—covered, but not buried underground. The jury thought this proposal the "least like public housing" and a "fresh and most radical approach."

Third architectural prize winner (5,6), by Hanford Yang and Amiel Vassilovski (affiliation: Pederson & Tilney), proposes a system of long "ramparts" of low-rise housing joining high-rise towers. Shops and stores occur beneath the housing, a New York characteristic. The low-rise elements tie in with East Harlem.

One of the most architectonic concepts of the whole list of winners is the third student prize winner (11,12) by Philip Augustus Shive, Woodrow Wilson Jones, Jr., and Garrard Edmond Raymond of North Carolina State College. Towers are oriented for maximum river view, and low-rise housing creates interesting pyramidal forms through use of step-back terraces designed to catch the sun and form a more man-scaled façade.
ANOTHER MAJOR U. S. AIR TERMINAL

MEMPHIS, TENN. "I have seen none handsomer, and I have seen most of the metropolitan airports in the world," said Adlai E. Stevenson, United States Ambassador to the United Nations. "An architectural masterpiece," he exclaimed.

This high official praise came at the opening of the new Memphis Metropolitan Airport recently. Ambassador Stevenson's praise is justly earned by the Mann & Harrover design, according to those who have been through the new building. Winner of a Progressive Architecture Award Citation in 1961 (January 1961 P/A, pp. 112-115; detailed analysis in November 1961 P/A, pp. 132-135), the terminal is that rara avis, the building that, in completed form, looks almost exactly as it did in the project design stage.

The terminal, distinguished by the high, vaulted roof of its central section, has a smoothly operating, two-level traffic plan (top). Enplaning passengers are discharged from automobiles and buses at the top level under the great vaulted canopy (center), and deplaning passengers leave from the ground level, where there are baggage claims, telephone and telegraph facilities, rental car desks, and, of course, taxi, bus, and private car lanes. There is an underground passageway to the parking lot. Extending from the main building on the field side is the Y-shaped concourse structure, with its individual waiting lounges at each gate position. A notable "plus" by the Mann & Harrover office is its control of all signs and other graphics in the terminal, which has produced an atmosphere unmarred by the Coney-Islandish claims for attention of many older airports.

In an editorial on the terminal, the Memphis Press-Scimitar said, "The new airport terminal gives a lift to the spirit as it was designed to do. It is high and massive and gives the feeling of awe that the gate to a great city should have. But it gives comfort, too, and the comfort that hospitality wants to give."
MUSEUM OF MODERN ART ADDITIONS PROCEED

NEW YORK, N.Y. The Philip Johnson-designed additions to the Museum of Modern Art are now under construction following the demolition of the old townhouse next door on West 53 Street. Included in this first stage is the east building (right in rendering), which will contain three gallery floors, two office floors, and one floor for conference and reception rooms. Behind this will be the enlarged Sculpture Garden and wing (p. 61, November 1962 P/A). These new facilities will eventually be joined by the new west wing (background in rendering), which will be operated in conjunction with the recently purchased Whitney Museum of American Art building. The Whitney will move into a new building designed by Marcel Breuer.

Of additional interest are the changes to be made to the façade of the old Museum of Modern Art building, originally designed by Philip L. Goodwin and Edward D. Stone. The entrance will be moved to the center of the ground floor, and public spaces enlarged and modernized.

Robert Zion and Harold Breen are the landscape architects.

DARK WORLD FOR NOCTURNAL CREATURES

NEW YORK, N.Y. Bats, rodents, owls, and other denizens of the night will be the inhabitants of a unique new building at New York's Bronx Zoo. Designed by Morris Ketchum, Jr. & Associates, the building will be an arc-shaped structure surrounding a central entrance and exit court. Its in-sloping walls will be appropriately sheathed in dark gray slate.

"The World of Darkness," as the exhibition will be known, will use infrared lighting techniques to show the night creatures moving actively, accurately their natural surroundings. The building will have a special "conditioning" room where the creatures' life cycles will be gradually and painlessly reversed before they go on display. The plan (right) will lead visitors through a light-baffled entrance to a circular aisle between the exhibit cases and displays. There will be displays showing nocturnal life in tropical forests, Southern swamps, the desert, and caves, in addition to exhibits of burrowing animals, large carnivores, reptiles, and birds and insects.
DETROIT, MICH. A proposed addition to an art museum in which the new structure is perhaps better related to the parent building than the one on page 68, is the one designed for the south wing of the Detroit Institute of Art (Harley, Ellington, Cowin & Stirton, Architects & Engineers; Gunnar Birkerts, Design Consultant.)

According to Birkerts, "The original building by Paul Cret, built in 1925 in Italian Renaissance style, is strong in its form and symmetry and the scale is tremendously.

The major design problem, of course, was to provide greatly increased gallery space in a building that will "go with" the Cret building while still preserving its own architectural integrity and contrast. Birkerts has done this very well in several ways. He follows the cornice line of the old structure faithfully, although in greatly simplified form. And, most interestingly, he makes of the new building what could almost be described as a "photographic reverse" of some of the old building's elements. The soffit line becomes glassed, reflecting the shadowed soffits of the earlier structure, and the new wing's corners are "cut out" in glass, recalling the inset but opaque corners of the eclectic museum. A particularly sophisticated element of the design is the three-layer, striated treatment of the granite walls (right, bottom). The walls are stepped in twice to become wider, taller panels, and the vertical emphases or striations alternate to deepen the texture. Thus, this building echoes the rich ornamentation of its marble progenitor in quite contemporary terms. Birkerts, incidentally, considers this one of the central design ideas of the project.

The new wing will provide lobby, sales space, and display areas on the ground floor, plus a dining court in the area joining the two structures. Temporary and permanent exhibition areas will occur on the two upper floors. Basement will house mechanical equipment.
Cacophony of Forms in New York Capital

ALBANY, N.Y. Half a cantaloupe sliced on the bias, a croquet wicket with avoidirupois, an upside-down orange half from a Kraft salad, and four little towers and a big tower resembling forms of cubistic coition are the major elements in the South Mall Plan proposed — seriously, we presume — for the capital of New York state.

Culprate parties include Architects Wallace K. Harrison, George A. Dudley and Blatner & Williams, plus that would-be architect, Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller. A noted selector and collector of modern art, the Governor evidently has a lot to learn about the mother of the arts.

The badly related, diverse forms are proposed to extend from the capitol itself down a vast mall to the "Arch of Freedom" (the croquet wicket). Along the way will be the office buildings (for government agencies), the 750-seat auditorium and 300-seat conference room Meeting Center (the cantaloupe), a Legislative Office Building, a Department of Law and Department of State Building, State Library, and State Archives Building. Peripheral to the mall development will be a long, street-spanning Motor Vehicle Building and the Convention Center (the half-scalloped orange). Not content with diminishing the pleasantly Graustarkian old Capitol Building with all this M-G-M monumentality, the mall actually would climb up to its second story with a series of vast steps (center, right).

Admittedly, the state is in severe need of well-planned downtown space to integrate the many departments that now occupy ragtag and baltzal quarters throughout the city, but certainly the center of a rather proud metropolis need not become an exercise in architectural pop art.
MEDFORD, MASS. Like a rock thrown into a quiet pool, the Boston City Hall design seems to be spreading its influence in ever-widening ripples over this New England state. Latest notable project to testify to the design resurgence of the Boston area is the one by Campbell & Aldrich, which recently won an invited competition for the design of the Tufts University Library. Competing against The Architects Collaborative; Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott; and Perry, Shaw, Hepburn & Dean, the intriguing Campbell & Aldrich concept walked off with honors from a jury which was, surprisingly enough, mainly nonarchitectural. Architect Lawrence Anderson and Landscape Architect Hideo Sasaki were jurors, as were Tufts President Nils Yngve Wessell; Tufts Vice-President Comengys Russell de Burlo, Jr.; and William Francis Keesler, Senior Vice-President of the Boston First National Bank and a Tufts Life Trustee. Professional Advisor Walter F. Bogner of Harvard Graduate School of Design prepared program.

Unlike at least two of the other entries, the winning proposal makes wise use of the hillside site by stepping the building down the hill and creating a rooftop terrace. This ties in splendidly with Goddard Chapel on the crest of the hill, a landmark of the university. The strong form of the building as seen from Professors Row at the bottom of the site evokes a "fortress of learning" feeling that is impressive without being forbidding. Equally strong structural concept is seen in section through the circulation desk area.
Color and texture are beautifully balanced in the reception area and throughout the building.

The Gold Bond difference is Tectum "Best construction on campus"
Intermittent noise and confusion in busy corridors is controlled by sound-absorbing Tectum.

Egan Hall on the beautiful campus of The College of Steubenville in Ohio is one of several buildings here employing the Gold Bond Tectum Form Plank method of construction. It houses classrooms, lecture halls, faculty offices, library, student lounge and book store.

According to school authorities, "Tectum was used in this electrically heated building for economies of erection as well as functional benefits inherent in the basic material. We are especially pleased with its insulating and acoustical values and the attractiveness of the richly textured ceilings. Tectum as a form plank for 8" reinforced concrete slabs—then functioning as a finished ceiling after shoring is removed—makes for fast, economical construction. We've used it for a number of our buildings with equal success."

National Gypsum Company, Dept. PA963, Buffalo 25, New York
Dry Lumber Standard

Through the efforts of the American Lumber Standards committee, a new standard for dry lumber has been circulated by the Department of Commerce to architects on its acceptor list for approval. The new standard, revised SPR 16-53, proposes the following: (1) establishment of a measurable lumber standard with sizes related to moisture content (average moisture content of 15 per cent with a maximum moisture content of 19 per cent); (2) provision of positive identification of dry lumber; (3) establishment of minimum surfaced thickness for dry lumber framing at 1 1/2" (tests by U.S. Forest Products Laboratory say that this is more than adequate to meet existing span tables); (4) requirement that green lumber be surfaced at the mill to sizes that will allow for shrinkage to match equivalent size and strength of dry lumber. Among advantages, according to proponents of the standard, are: lower-in-place cost; higher strength-to-weight ratio; first step towards establishment of simplified span tables. Architects who are desirous of expressing their opinions should write to The Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D.C.

Lippold Piece Viewed

Richard Lippold’s heroic arrangement of stainless steel and gold wires for the Pan Am Building is now complete and is by far the best art work in the building, and perhaps the most maltreated. The viewer, taken unaware when entering the side lobby of the building in which the piece is placed, tends to flinch back from the room-filling display of glitter. Cautionously edging his way in and around the work, he can appreciate Lippold’s technical mastery of his form. The quasi-representational spheres at the center of the composition, unfortunately, recall Robert Moses’s goofy “Unisphere” at the New York World’s Fair.

Elsewhere in the Pan Am Building, there were, at last count, about 12 signs and symbols — including one intruding all the way into the concourse of Grand Central Station — proclaiming that this is the Pan Am Building (who ever questioned that?). This display has earned the opprobrium of architects for its vulgarity. Why not go the whole way and hang a Pan Am sign in the Lippold?

Overhead Mall Unified by Trellis Treatment

An overhead pedestrian mall proposed by Architect Herb Greene would provide additional downtown parking and reduce in-city congestion by separating cars and people. The proposal, which could span existing thoroughfares, is made a visually continuous form by treatment as a huge trellis covering the street. All diverse functions within the mall — shops, stores, offices, cafes, gardens, rest areas, etc. — are thereby unified into one aspect. A modular design of precast concrete units would permit some degree of flexibility. As stores change, locations of entrances to the mall could be moved, for instance. Overhead panels shading the pedestrian walk would double in brass as a platform for fire equipment. Local character would be attained through color and pattern of the precast panels and plant boxes. Proposal permits normal renewal of existing buildings, but with added dimensions for the city.

French Glass in N. J.

Sanctuary of First Baptist Church of Vineland, N. J., will feature end walls of faceted mosaic glass from France. Thick glass, which will be set in concrete tracery, is made in pots and broken into pieces to be chipped when cool. Architect: John Robert Gilchrist.

Penn Center Compass

Vincent Kling’s design for IBM’s 21-story office tower at Penn Center
Prestressed concrete structural system includes columns, girders and purlins.

ARCHITECT: Hinde & Laurifiket, AIA, North Platte, Nebraska
CONTRACTOR: Homan Brothers, Inc., North Platte, Nebraska
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PRODUCER: Nebraska Prestressed Concrete Co., Lincoln, Nebraska
OWNER: City of Gothenburg, Nebraska

PRESTRESSED RIGID FRAME PROVIDES COLUMN-FREE COMMUNITY BUILDING

Structural system shown in the picture is part of the Gothenburg, Nebraska, Community Building. The structure consists of a precast, prestressed rigid frame, with a girder-column connection welded after erection. Clear span is 100 feet, with a total of 8,500 square feet of floor area. The girder is a Type III, 45-inch AASHO bridge girder section. Structural members spanning between girders are 8-inch deep prestressed concrete purlins.

This project is another example of the versatility of prestressed concrete construction. Prestressed concrete producer for the job was Nebraska Prestressed Concrete Company, Lincoln, Nebraska. Prestressing tendons were Union TUFWIRE Strand. Write for helpful folders on Union Wire Rope TUFWIRE or ask to have a Union Wire Rope specialist contact you.

TUFWIRE Strand and Union Wire Rope are products of Sheffield Division, Armco Steel Corporation, Department S-853, 7100 Roberts Street, Kansas City 25, Missouri.
Recently presented a one-couple show of its works at Hopkins Center, Dartmouth College. The show by the New Hampshire architects will be traveling to other museums in 1963–64. Of particular emphasis in the exhibition is the attention paid by the firm to preservation of natural beauty, including a development on Stratton Mountain and a residential development in Hanover in New Hampshire.

One-Man, One-Woman Architectural Exhibit
The husband and wife architectural team of E. H. and M. K. Hunter recently made an associate of the family firm, Frederick G. Frost, Jr., & Associates of New York (successor to the firm Frost Sr. started in 1917). Firm is currently working with a citizens group in the south Bronx, attempting to provide a better-than-usual plan for redeveloping 27 acres for middle-income cooperative and low-income housing with generous recreational and commercial space (shown).

Mission's Apartments and HQ in Central Harlem
Occupants of the proposed Minisink Town House on Lenox Avenue in Central Harlem may be awakened in the wee hours by the ghostly strains of Ethel Waters, the Mills Brothers, and Cab Calloway's "Minnie the Moocher," for the apartment building is to be erected on the site of the famed old Cotton Club of the 20s and 30s. It will be part of a complex designed for the New York City Mission Society by Architect Edgar Tafel; the other section will be a service center for the society, which will include a headquarters for the resources and training program carried on by the group's Harlem branch. Also to be included are a combination gymnasium-auditorium, kitchen, craft shops, and classrooms. Tafel says the project has been "a hard, long pull and the agencies have been 'cooperative.'"

Interior Design Show: October 11–20
The nation's most extensive interior design exhibition will be open from October 11–20 in the New York Coliseum. Called "National Decoration & Design 1964," this year's show is said to be carefully controlled so as to emphasize good design rather than mere
OCEAN BRIDGE RIDES ON NEOPRENE

More than 17 miles of open sea are being spanned in one of the greatest construction projects of all time—the Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel, joining the Delmarva Peninsula and the Norfolk, Virginia, area.

Supporting more than 12 miles of roadway are 14,700 bearing pads made with Du Pont Neoprene synthetic rubber. Eleven separately engineered types of pads provide for leveling, side thrust, expansion and contraction.

In hundreds of bridges and other structures throughout the world, bearing pads of Du Pont Neoprene have proved to be less expensive and more dependable than mechanical assemblies—both at construction time and over the long haul. Neoprene pads have no moving parts, never need to be cleaned or lubricated. Neoprene has been the elastomer which engineers have specified for years because it is highly resistant to set, ozone, temperature changes, salt spray, oil and the deteriorating influences of weather extremes.


NEOPRENE—A RELIABLE ELASTOMER

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 325
novelty. Over 100 model rooms (some of them multilevel displays), broad avenues, and gardens are among the features; new elements in the show will be an Antiques Pavilion (in which a propos period decorating is to be displayed using art and antiques from several distinguished dealers and galleries), a group display of "Colonial Williamsburg" reproductions, and a prefabricated house. A program-catalogue is planned as a reference to furnishings and their sources. Architects should be interested in how U.S. interior design is being presented to the public.

Educational Program for Stainless Steel

The International Nickel Company, Inc., has initiated a comprehensive three-part program to augment the use of stainless steel in the building and construction field. First, a kit will be distributed to accredited architectural schools, which will include samples of gages, finishes, tubing, bar stock, extrusions, roll and brake form sections, and a stainless-steel data sheet. Second, to keep architects abreast of the developments in the industry, a four-volume Architect's Stainless Steel Library will be distributed to about 1000 architectural firms. First volume will contain finish and gage samples; second, architectural data sheets; third, suggested guide specs for stainless-steel products; and fourth, a design manual. Third phase is a program to be instituted for developing new stainless-steel architectural products. Entire program is being presented in symposia held in various cities.

Synagogue Show

The Jewish Museum in New York is devoting three months (September 29 through December) to an exhibition of contemporary Synagogue Architecture. The exhibition concentrates primarily on synagogue design in the United States during the last 15 years. It consists of photographs, models, and drawings of experimental and projected work as well as completed structures.

Approximately 15 architects are represented, including Mendelsohn, Wright, Kahn, Breuer, and Percival Goodman. The show was organized and designed by New York architect Richard Meier.

Two Corbu Projects

Le Corbusier has been commissioned to design two new projects: one in Paris, the other his second U.S. commission (not counting the U.N.).

PERSONALITIES

Peru's new constitutional President, FERNANDO BELAUNDE TERRY, has a second profession—architecture. In 1935, while in exile, Belaunde received his B.S. Arch. from the U. of Texas and had an active practice until, returning to Peru, he was elected a Federal Deputy. Ousted in 1948, he became Dean of the National School of Architecture. His son, Fernando, is now studying architecture at the U. of Texas. CHARLES H. BURCHARD will become Dean of Architecture at Virginia Polytechnic Institute in January. BENJAMIN THOMPSON of The Architects Collaborative will become chairman of the Department of Architecture, Harvard School of Design. MIES VAN DER ROHE is a recipient of the new Presidential Medal of Freedom—the highest peacetime civilian honor which a U.S. President can bestow. Program chairman at 1964 International Design Conference in Aspen next June will be ELOI NOYES; Noyes will direct the conference in "exploring discrepancies between our standards and our performance." The engineering works of EMIL H. PFAFFER, Praeger-Kavanagh-Waterbury, won him the 1963 award of the Consulting Engineers Council; cited especially was his use of precast concrete in Dodger Stadium, Los Angeles. AIA announces the appointment of three department heads: C. HENRI RUSH, Washington, D.C., Dept. of Institute Relations; JOHN F. DAWSON, Ann Arbor, Mich., Dept. of State, Chapter and Student Affairs; and BEN H. EVANS, College Station, Tex., Dept. of Research. JOHN W. LINCOLN, The Architects Collaborative, is head of the recently combined departments of graphic and industrial design at Rhode Island School of Design. ERIC PAWLEY joins the University of Southern California staff as Professor of Architecture; Pawley is Research Secretary of AIA's Headquarters Staff in Washington.
There's educational significance in the circular shape of the Science Building at LaReine High School. Combined laboratory and lecture rooms, with amphitheatre-type seating in the lecture area, are ideal for science instruction. Triangular rooms, then, are most appropriate. This, in turn, suggests a circular building.

Strength and symmetry were achieved with exposed precast concrete columns and arched roof beams. 112 precast concrete slabs are supported by the beams to form the domed roof, 105 feet in diameter and covering 7,450 square feet of column-free interior.

For maximum efficiency in producing the hundreds of units needed, the precaster made a time-saving choice. He used "Incor", America's first high early strength portland cement.

LONE STAR CEMENT CORPORATION N.Y. 17, N.Y.
Why buy bits and pieces?

Onan provides a complete package for your standby power installation

Why buy standby power piecemeal? Even if you get all components together on schedule and properly assembled, which supplier do you call for service?

You avoid the buck-passing that invariably occurs when you have multi-supplier responsibility when you specify Onan. We take complete responsibility for supplying everything in the installation—from line transfer controls to fuel tanks. Available in Gas, Gasoline, Diesel Models to 230 KW.

The complete package is factory assembled and checked out under load. Each individual component is right. And they work right together. Your local Onan distributor will be on hand for start-up and run-in checks.

When you specify Onan, you have one local source for service. Forever. No matter what part of the system needs service—whenever required—one local phone call to your Onan distributor takes care of it.

Why don't you call your Onan man next time? He'll work with you and the electrical contractor all the way. He'll recommend the best location for the plant, best fuel system, best cooling system. And don't be surprised if he recommends less power than you had thought necessary.

You'll find your local Onan distributor listed in the Yellow Pages. Thomas’ Register, Sweet’s. Ask him to send you a copy of Bulletin F-170 “Unit Responsibility.” Or, write the factory, 2515 University Ave. S.E., Minneapolis 14.

ENGINE/GENERATOR DIVISION

Studebaker CORPORATION

PERFORMANCE CERTIFIED

We certify that when properly installed and operated this Onan electric plant will deliver the full power and the voltage and frequency regulation promised by its nameplate and published specifications. This plant has undergone several hours of running-in and testing under realistic load conditions, in accordance with procedures certified by an independent testing laboratory.
Anyone involved in the construction industry is right in the middle of the highway down which the civil rights controversy is rolling.

This is bound to affect architects, even if only indirectly, as a result of difficulties anticipated by contractors in connection with orders issued by various Government agencies. It will affect costs, might cause strikes and other delays, and might even be an official opening wedge to bring about a very obvious intent of Government agencies to use building contractors as a means of ending discrimination in the building trades—a means they contractors have protested that they regard as unions through the employers. The construction unions, and that the subs subscribe to nondiscrimination rules. That implies that the subs will have to be named before bids are submitted. General contractors see this as an opening wedge toward full, separate contracts.

Separate Bids

As to the question of separation of mechanical trades bids, the implication is contained in the proposed industry compliance standards:

Prime contractors are required to certify—before being awarded a contract—that their subs subscribe to antidiscrimination rules. That implies that the subs will have to be named before bids are submitted. General contractors see this as an opening wedge toward full, separate contracts.

Local Scene

Washington's own problems with architecture and planning boiled along in usual shape through the hot summer days.

Capitol Architect J. George Stewart, for example, said he was miffed at failure of transit planners to consult him about plans for a subway station under the Capitol itself—thus getting on the side of an apparent majority who were dubious about the whole idea of subways in the city.

Edward Durell Stone came up (unofficially) with a plan to use 24 pillars, removed when the Capitol's east front was refurbished, as part of an open-air pavilion at the National Arboretum. And the newly constituted Fine Arts Commission (charged with protecting the beauty of the capital) held the first meeting with all five Kennedy appointees present, and elected William Walton, a painter, as chairman.

D.C. Transit

On planning, Washington's horde of architectural and planning critics seemed to have abandoned any comments on architecture per se, and have concentrated their fire either for or against programs to build rapid transit lines by this almost transit-less city.

Highway interests lined up on one side, railroad and rapid-transit advocates on the other, in a fight that has been sparked by a proposal that highway work be held up to some extent in favor of transit lines.

The implications are broad, of course: If Congress goes along with any such holdup, similar rules could be applied to highway projects in other urban areas. For the moment, however, the arguments over whether highways damage or beautify a city were dormant.

FINANCIAL

Three related items—all from the Census Bureau—serve to put some perspective into the future of one of the biggest segments of the construction industry, one of its biggest users of supplies and materials: the housing field.

*Item:* Construction of new, private non-farm residential buildings in June was up 8 per cent over May of this year, up about 3 per cent over June a year ago.

*Item:* Residential housing vacancy rates were virtually unchanged from the first to the second quarter of 1963, and up very slightly (0.1 per cent) over rates in the same period of 1962.

*Item:* Expenditures on residential additions, alterations, maintenance and repair in 1962 (full year's figures available) were $11.4 billion—$6 billion by owner-occupants, the rest by owners of rental properties of various sizes. (It is interesting that, of the maintenance and repair work listed by Census, $6.1 billion was for “alterations, additions, and replacements” to residential structures.)

Implication, when you put the items together, is inescapable: Between new construction and alterations, the housing market is somewhere near a balance between supply and demand. In Washington, observers are beginning to believe that housing construction is thus at or very near a plateau that will be maintained for some years to come, particularly as the wartime “baby boom” population comes to maturity and settles down, almost all at once.

Other economic indicators continue to show a steady health for the industry—as predicted, no boom, but a solid and apparently healthy increase in highway work, for example, got a boost when the Bureau of Public Roads announced the release of $8.7 billion of Federal-aid money for commitment in the year 1965.

And, in May, voters showed their continuing support of local public works construction by approving a total of $653.3 million worth of bond issues presented to them, turned down $141.4 million worth.
Some facts and fallacies about LABORATORY SINKS

Selecting a laboratory sink involves many highly technical factors.

FALSE: Buying a laboratory sink is actually a very simple matter. There are, after all, only four meaningful considerations: corrosion-resistance, service life, cost (including freight) and appearance.

A "U.S." Chemical Porcelain Laboratory Sink provides universal corrosion resistance.

TRUE: "U.S." Chemical Porcelain Laboratory Sinks will safely handle all acids, alkalis, caustics and solvents — weak or strong, hot or cold. Thus, there’s no need for corrosion charts for special sinks for special corrosives.

And . . . the body of the sink is every bit as corrosion-resistant as the glaze. Thus, even if someone were to hit the sink with a hammer and chip the glaze, there would be no need for concern; the sink would retain its full utility.

Because the "U.S." Chemical Porcelain sink has relatively thick walls, there is ample "face" for caulking and sealing the sink to the laboratory furniture. On the other hand, a lasting, leakproof installation of a thin-walled plastic sink is extremely difficult to accomplish and impossible to guarantee. Considerable damage can result if a corrosive liquid splashes into such an imperfect joint or if someone fills the sink to overflowing.

"U.S." Chemical Porcelain Laboratory Sinks carry industry's longest and strongest guarantee.

TRUE: Because of their corrosion-resistance and rugged construction—(they’ll withstand all the heat-shock and physical abuse they’ll ever receive in normal usage)—U.S. Stoneware confidently backs its Chemical Porcelain Laboratory Sinks with a guarantee which we believe is unparalleled in American industry. Too comprehensive and lengthy to reproduce here, it appears in its entirety in Bulletin L-10. (Write for your free copy.)

Many "U.S." Laboratory Sinks in service today were installed more than half a century ago! Actually, today’s "U.S." Chemical Porcelain Laboratory Sinks will outlast the building they're installed in!

The cost of laboratory sinks varies widely.

FALSE: Most laboratory sinks are bought through laboratory furniture manufacturers. A check will show that there’s little if any difference in the price of equipment whether furnished with a "U.S." Chemical Porcelain Laboratory Sink, a cast epoxy plastic sink or a soapstone sink.

Motor or rail freight rates between any two points, incidentally, are the same size for "U.S." Chemical Porcelain and epoxy plastic sinks, with both being slightly lower than soapstone units.

All laboratory sinks are dull and drab in appearance.

FALSE: While epoxy plastic sinks can be furnished only in black and soapstone only in dull gray, "U.S." sinks are available in three attractive colors to match any decor: cool "surf green", soft "mist gray" and sparkling white.

They’ll stay attractive, too, for they’re non-staining and scratch-resistant — wipe clean as easy as a china dish.
Roofmate FR is the most dependable insulation since Styrofoam®.
Like father, like son.

We extrude both from the same polystyrene, by the same exclusive process. Just like Styrofoam wall insulation, Roofmate* FR roof insulation stays dry permanently; keeps the insulating efficiency you specified. It also ends worries about roof blistering and cracking caused by waterlogged insulation.

Competitive in price as a material, Roofmate FR saves on installation: as much as one dollar a square! It's lightweight (less than 25 lbs. to the bundle) but tough. We give it a high-density skin top and bottom to take the beating a roof insulation gets. Roofmate FR is pleasant to handle; easy for roofers to fabricate, fit and install.

Roofmate FR comes in thicknesses to meet standard "C" factor requirements. Want more data and specifications? Just see our insert in Sweet's Architectural File, or write us: The Dow Chemical Company, Plastics Sales Dept. 1001EB9, Midland, Michigan.

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 323
TWO NEW TOWNHOUSE PROJECTS

The current proliferation of new townhouses and townhouse projects marks one of the most interesting trends in today's urban housing picture.

A group of three townhouses (top) designed by Clovis B. Heimsath for Westmoreland, an older residential section of downtown Houston, is planned for entertainment-prone families without children. Structure will have heavy timber or concrete floors and load-bearing brick walls. This is the first project under the newly formed Westmoreland Urban Action Group, of which the architect and his client are members.

"Pickwick Village" by Tigerman & Koglin (bottom) will be situated in the periphery of Chicago's Old Town section. Eight three-story townhouses will be grouped around a common, interior, cloistered entranceway. Ground floors will open from private courtyards (see rendering) and contain dining room, kitchen, and family room. First floor will contain living room and library separated by a free-standing core, and top floor will be devoted to sleeping area. Structure will have masonry bearing walls conventionally spanned in timber.

BAYLEY Windows and Curtain-Wall Systems
STEEL and ALUMINUM

CALL or WRITE when you start planning your project

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 312
A unique collection of lighting from Arredoluce of Italy is now available in the U.S.—14 sculptural designs, all meticulously articulated. Many of the lamps have an “eyeball” sphere (3” diameter) which may be manually rotated in a magnetic socket for reading, spotlighting, or general illumination. The 18-w bulb especially designed by General Electric, sheds light equal to 100-w. A 9”-high table lamp (left), cubistic in feeling, has a rectangular black metal body, contrasting nickel matte “eyeball” and red button. Standing lamp (right) has “eyeball,” white wire, long stem, and black base. Stiffel, 225 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.

On Free Data Card, Circle 100

Revolutionary refrigerator design features sliding doors of triple pane glass to keep doors free of frost and fog. “Avanti,” 72” x 48” x 26”, also features exterior side paneling in walnut, oak, birch, or paint. Refrigerator is located in upper half of unit, freezer below. Total interior space is 23 cu ft, refrigerator area 13 cu ft, and freezer space 10 cu ft. Cold-air machinery is concealed in rear portion of drawer area in freezer. Refrigerator can be free-standing, built-up, or utilized as a room-divider unit. Tentative price is $800. Studebaker Corp., Franklin Appliance Div., 65-22nd Ave. N.E., Minneapolis, Minn.

On Free Data Card, Circle 101

“Sealair” window resists water and air leakage by means of a triple weather guard consisting of (1) “Pressure Equalization Slot”; (2) integral drip member; and (3) complete neoprene weather sealing (detail illustrated). System represents two years of development and testing. During turbulent weather, outside pressure is substantially higher than air pressure inside a building, producing water leakage. To alleviate this condition, a continuous air Pressure Equalization Slot runs the width of the window and allows air pressure within the extruded frame member to achieve balance quickly with outside pressure. Kawneer Co., 1105 N. Front St., Niles, Mich.
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Sculptural Ceiling

New in suspended-ceiling lighting diffusers is this three-dimensional sculptural acrylic grille designed by Erwin Hauer. It is composed of modular plexiglas units (24” x 24”) which are pigmented to shed glareless light. Grille is easily installed by steel hanger hidden suspension; any “T” bar spline system may be used for perimeter treatment. Acrylic will not discolor or warp and is dirt-repellant. Available in semitransparent, gray-green matte finish or any standard plexiglas color. Arts for Architecture, Inc., 16 E. 53 St., New York, N.Y. On Free Data Card, Circle 104

Welding Studs to Porcelain Panels

Special fasteners and equipment were developed to mount on-site, porcelain panels to aluminum studs at the Terminal Building at the Dulles International Airport. Terminal contains 40,000 sq ft of porcelain enamel used as soffits, fascia, and other formed panels that frame portalounge entry and exit gates. These porcelain-enamelled aluminum panels are welded to aluminum studs that are 1/4” in diameter and 1” in length. Fasteners prevent any risk of warping or damage to enamel finish and eliminate need for spiral channels or angle supports. Nelson Stud Welding Division, Gregory Industries, Inc., Lorain, Ohio. On Free Data Card, Circle 105

Dorothy Liebes Fabrics

Dorothy Liebes, well known custom textile weaver and color arbiter, has designed her first collection for a fabrics house. The line consists of 90 upholstery fabrics and 18 casement cloths. In a myriad of color, there are textured stripes, bulky weaves, twills, and basket-weaves—most of them with colors correlated to go with other fabrics in the collection. Many are constructed with Dupont’s durable “Antron” nylon, yet they retain the hand-crafted look for which this designer is renowned. Stroheim & Roman, 155 E. 56 St., New York, N.Y. On Free Data Card, Circle 106

Deeper Dome Forms

Deeper, one-piece steel dome forms for larger span reinforced concrete waffle slabs have been introduced. Steel dome, 30” x 30”, formerly limited to 14” in depth, is now available in 16” and 20” depths. Utilizing dome forms for waffle flat-slab roof and floor framing system, greater stiffness is produced enabling spans over wider areas and support of heavier loads. Deeper depths will now permit column-to-column spans in 50’ range as compared to previous span of 40’. Ceco Steel Products Corp., 5601 W. 26 St., Chicago 50, Ill. On Free Data Card, Circle 107

Ventilated Cooking

High oven range, 40” tall, features advanced ventilation system and removable oven panels coated with DuPont’s “Teflon,” so that cleaning is quick and easy. Range also has side-by-side, eye-level ovens with double-paneled glass doors that lift-up and out-of-the-way for easy oven access and cleaning. From horizontal tube beneath ovens, air jets spiral out over front surface of units, wafting grease, odors, and smoke to rear intake. Inside range, pleated glass-fiber filter and a bed of activated charcoal cleans air, which is then returned to the room. Vent system, connected to two ovens to permit closed-door broiling, eliminates heat and fumes that would otherwise fill kitchen. Hotpoint, Division of General Electric Co., 5600 West Taylor St., Chicago 44, Ill. On Free Data Card, Circle 108

Storing Paintings

Carnegie Institute in Pittsburgh has installed “Space Frame” overhead arbor and suspended movable aluminum display panels for storing valuable paintings. Space-saving rack consists of vertical storage panels, 8’x10’, suspended on rollers, that can hold many sizes of paintings. The rack spans a clear distance of 25’. Thirty-six open-slotted channels are strung horizontally near the ceiling of the storage vault. Each panel, rated to hold 500 lbs, is placed so that paintings can be hung on both

Continued on page 99
NEW! REVISED!

1964 EDITION SPECIFICATIONS & LOAD TABLES
FOR HIGH STRENGTH OPEN WEB STEEL JOISTS

INCLUDING:

- **J-SERIES** joists made from 36,000 PSI minimum yield strength steel.
- **H-SERIES** high-strength joists made from 50,000 psi minimum yield strength steel.
- **LA-SERIES** longspan joists compatible with the J-Series
- **LH-SERIES** Longspan joists compatible with the H-Series

Here's all the information you need for fast and accurate specification of joists to carry uniform loads on spans up to 96 feet. Send coupon today for your copy of this practical, up-to-the-minute, 36-page reference manual from the Steel Joist Institute.

STEEL JOIST INSTITUTE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036

STEEL JOIST INSTITUTE
Room 715
DuPont Circle Bldg., Washington, D. C. 20036

Please send me a complimentary copy of the 1964 Edition of Specifications and Load Tables

NAME
FIRM
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE STATE

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 409
BEAUTY THAT ENDURES

From Wood Conversion Company—one ceiling system for effective acoustical control, heating, cooling and ventilating with new Lo-Tone ceiling board or tile.

Lo-Tone acoustical ventilating products are available in both regular mineral and Fire-Rated types. All Fire-Rated Lo-Tone ventilating tiles and ceiling boards are listed by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., and carry UL labels.

The engineered design of Lo-Tone ventilating ceiling systems provide adjustable and balanced downward flow of air, maintain a clean ceiling and high light reflectance of 75% or more. And gone are the unsightly, localized soiled areas frequently found in conventional ventilating installations.

A new Lo-Tone ventilating ceiling installation costs no more than a conventional air distribution system. In many cases a Lo-Tone ceiling will actually cost less. Large amounts of duct work are eliminated, plenum areas can often be fed with one stub duct, and branch ducts are seldom necessary.

See AIA File No. 39-B in Sweet’s Catalog. For samples, literature, or technical data—find your local Lo-Tone Acoustical Contractor in the Yellow Pages, or write us: Wood Conversion Co., St. Paul 1, Minnesota.

LO-TONE®
VENTILATING ACOUSTICAL CEILINGS

Fissured Tile & Board
Constantion® Tile & Board
Random Tile
Centurion at the foot of the Cross, a Byzantine mosaic dating from the 11th century.
28 mortar locks to the block foot with Keywall reinforcement. The more locks, the more resistance to cracks resulting from shrinkage. Movement is restrained at each of Keywall's mortar locks. No one lock has to restrain more than the movement in \( \frac{3}{4} \) of block. That's the kind of reinforcement that works.

MORE LOCKS TO THE BLOCK WITH KEYWALL

MAKERS OF KEYCORNER • KEYSTRIPE • KEYWALL • KEYMESH® AND KEYMESH PAPERBACKED LATH • WELDED WIRE FABRIC • NAILS

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 343
Copper Armored Sisalkraft® is a low cost yet quality building material that provides protection against water and moisture for the life of the structure. Used for concealed flashing and waterproofing, this product is extremely flexible, conforms easily to contours, can be cut with shears, and bonds with mortar. Copper Armored Sisalkraft is made of pure electro-sheet copper bonded to reinforced paper with high melting point asphalt. It is available in standard rolls up to 60" wide in weights of 1, 2 and 3 oz. of copper per square foot.

Suggested specifications will be found in Sweet's File 89/Am. For additional information and actual samples, write American Sisalkraft, 56 Starkey Ave., Attleboro, Massachusetts.
Continued from page 92

concrete, cement plaster, asbestos-cement board, and other forms of masonry backing. It is available in a variety of colors. Desco International Assn., Box 74, Buffalo, N.Y.
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Vibration-Free Chiller

Chrysler Corporation has announced new line of air-conditioning equipment in 20-to-100-hp range that solves problems of equipment isolation and absorbing advantages. Two types, “Parallel-O-Bronze” and “Rough Bronze Plate Glass,” are offered. Parallel-O-Bronze is a twin-ground, tank plate glass providing a “high degree” of visual clarity. It is available in thicknesses of 13/64”, 1/4”, 3/8”, and 1/2”. Rough Bronze Plate Glass is a translucent glass providing relatively high light transmission and good obscurity. It is available in thicknesses of 9/32”, which is rough on both sides, and 17/64”, which is rough on one side and polished on the other. Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co., 811 Madison Ave., Toledo 2, Ohio.
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The Effluent Society

Waterless, electric incinerating toilet features catalytic odor reduction. Method catalyzes odors given off during incineration of human waste, both liquids and solids, into sterile, odorless ash. It reduces effluent odors during incineration below threshold of smell. Unit is self-sustaining in supply within 80 lb disposal plant and does not need replacement. Research Products Manufacturing Co., P.O. Box 35164, Dallas 35, Tex.
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Weather-Resistant Exterior Coating

Exterior coating, called “Textane,” is made of polyurethane resins and specially selected graded aggregates. Coating permits normal transmission of water vapor which eliminates costly film failures that often occur when non-breathing materials are employed for exterior applications. Textane resists deterioration resulting from efflorescence and condensation. It is chemical- and weather-resistant, as well as tough and durable. Textane can be used for coating concrete blocks, bricks, poured

Glass Fiber Garage Doors

Glass fiber reinforced paneling for garage doors is lightweight, shatterproof, and impact-resistant. It will not fade, rust, or warp. Panels are available in wide variety of colors and require no painting. Resins are evenly dispersed for better weathering and longer wear. Structoglas, Inc., 11701 Shaker Blvd., Cleveland 20, Ohio.
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Heat-Absorbing Glass

Bronze plate glasses provide glare- and brightness-reduction, as well as heat-absorbing advantages. Two types, “Parallel-O-Bronze” and “Rough Bronze Plate Glass,” are offered. Parallel-O-Bronze is a twin-ground, tank plate glass providing a “high degree” of visual clarity. It is available in thicknesses of 13/64”, 1/4”, 3/8”, and 1/2”. Rough Bronze Plate Glass is a translucent glass providing relatively high light transmission and good obscurity. It is available in thicknesses of 9/32”, which is rough on both sides, and 17/64”, which is rough on one side and polished on the other. Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co., 811 Madison Ave., Toledo 2, Ohio.
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The Effluent Society

Waterless, electric incinerating toilet features catalytic odor reduction. Method catalyzes odors given off during incineration of human waste, both liquids and solids, into sterile, odorless ash. It reduces effluent odors during incineration below threshold of smell. Unit is self-sustaining in supply within 80 lb disposal plant and does not need replacement. Research Products Manufacturing Co., P.O. Box 35164, Dallas 35, Tex.
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Glass Fiber Roof Ventilator

An up-blast roof ventilator has been introduced that is notable for corrosion- and moisture-resistance. Components that are exposed to air are all glass fiber, except for the motor shaft, nuts, and bolts, which are made of stainless steel. Ventilator offers capacities from 1700 through 34,000 cfm and is available in standard sizes of 14”, 18”, 24”, 30”, 36”, and 42”. Aerovent Fan Co., Inc., Piqua, Ohio.

On Free Data Card, Circle 114
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Women Prefer Stainless Steel Sinks

Capture this Interest...

At a Competitive Price with Elkay

It's a fact. Women prefer the beauty and durability of easy to clean stainless steel. She spends 70% of her kitchen time at her sink. She knows the value of a sink that doesn't chip or discolor, and that cleans easily. She'll recognize your home as quality and modern when she sees an Elkay stainless steel sink. Add this feature, it will cost you a little or nothing extra. Write for prices and literature.

© 1963 ELKAY MFG. CO.
REVISED AISC STEEL MANUAL

By Ira M. Hooper, Associate, Steel, Stevenson, Value & Knecht, Consulting Engineers.

America's most popular book on construction has been completely revised for the first time in 17 years. It will enable designers to take full advantage of new materials and new design methods.

Since the previous edition, technological research has developed high-strength steels, high-strength bolts, improved welding techniques and electrodes, stud shear connectors for composite construction, to name just a few innovations. At the same time, improvements in the theory of structures resulted in the development of plastic design, and a better understanding of plate girders and columns.

It was no small task to accommodate all of this new material in a manual. An eight-man committee worked for more than a year, with assistance from an editorial staff of 14. Suggestions and recommendations were received from more than 1200 engineers, architects, educators, and fabricators. The committee chairman was William H. Jameson; the editor was Mace H. Bell of AISC. Other members included Theodore R. Higgins, who is Director of Research and Development, AISC, and five representatives of steel fabricating firms.

The basic steel is now ASTM A-36, instead of A-7, which represents an increase in yield strength to 36 ksi with practically no increase in cost per ton. A-36 steel has good welding characteristics and is now generally accepted in place of A-37 steel, which costs about $3 more per ton. With this basic revision, the manual has been conveniently re-grouped into seven logical, thumb-indexed parts. A list of the parts and new features follows:


a. Data for new lightweight wide-flange sections.

b. Data for new square and rectangular tubes.

c. Rearranged section on standard mill practice.

d. New data for crane rails, welded and bolted splicing.

Part 2. Beam and Girder Design.

a. Plastic section modulus table added.

b. New tables of allowable loads for laterally supported beams of A-36 steel; conversion factors are included for high-strength steels.

c. New charts of allowable moments for A-36 beams without lateral support.

d. Expanded section on plate girders, with detailed examples and tables of section properties.

e. New section on composite beams, with explanation, examples, and tables of section properties.


a. New tables of allowable concentric load for A-36, and for A-242, A-440, A-441 steels; detailed examples showing use of tables for concentric loading and for combined loading.

b. New tables of allowable concentric loads for steel pipe and structural tubing, A-36 steel.

c. New column base plate tables for A-36 and for high-strength steels.


a. New tables for framed connections and specified connections; includes use of rivets, plain bolts, high-strength bolts, welding with two types of electrodes; values shown for basic steel and for high-strength steels.

b. New design examples for special connections, one-sided connections, moment connections.

c. Enlarged section for eccentric loads on fastener groups and weld groups, with examples.

d. Added section on suggested details.

e. Enlarged section on welding symbols and permissible welds.

Part 5. Specifications and Codes.


g. New Specifications and Load Tables for Open Webb Steel Joists—longspan, shortspan, standard steel, high-strength steel.

Part 6. Miscellaneous Data and Mathematical Tables.

a. Added information on corrugated steel construction.

b. Expanded discussion of the effect of heat on structural steel, including the use of heat for straightening and cambering.

c. New geometric tables for bracing and for the parabola and ellipse.

Part 7. Index.

The manual is preceded by a complete list of nomenclature, which explains all of the symbols used. Partial lists of nomenclature are to be found in the body of the manual where they apply. These lists are a great help in understanding the text and the tables.

The manual represents a remarkable effort by an entire industry to modernize its basic source of information. Inevitably, there will be some typographical errors, as well as criticism by practitioners with preference for personally developed methods. It is to be hoped that these will be brought forward in a constructive manner. The following remarks are offered as helpful comments and are not intended as adverse criticism.

In Part 2, the charts for allowable moments in beams without lateral support are not easy to use. The complexity of the jagged intersecting curves and the lack of accentuated grid intervals are some of the difficulties to be encountered. Part of the difficulty can be quickly corrected by ruling grid intervals with a red ballpoint pen.

Also in Part 2, the tables for composite design of steel beams with concrete slabs are admittedly limited in scope; only one concrete strength of 3000 psi; slab thickness, t, of 4" to 5", effective flange width of 16'-t or 8'-t; steel beam depth from 8" to 21". The tables, the explanation, and the examples offer a good introduction to the subject. Further information and more extensive tables are available in a recent publication of Bethlehem Steel Company. The subject really calls for a separate manual.

Plastic design is mentioned only in the design specifications, Part 5; and in the plastic section modulus table, Part 2. The explanations and examples were too voluminous for inclusion; the AISC has published a separate volume entitled "Manual on Plastic Design in Steel."

The absence of information about a steel unit that has increased the economy of steel office buildings is noteworthy. Cellular steel deck is widely used, but details vary greatly between manufacturers, so that standard sections have not yet been adopted. For the present, there is no alternative to using the manufacturer's literature.

In spite of the few comments above, designers will find that, with a little practice, the manual will be a great saver of time. Let us hope that the AISC will not rest for too long after
specifications, and other data on an all-purpose cement. Details and specifications include materials, mixture, properties, application, finishing, and curing. Perma-Cement Corp., 2601 N.W. 75 St., Miami, Fla.
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**CONSTRUCTION**

**Tests on Cement**

Flier, 6-pages, offers test reports.

**JOIST CONSTRUCTION**

Benefits of reinforced concrete joist construction are defined in 60-page publication. Topics discussed besides concrete joist construction are steel forms, steel domes, flanged domes, adjustable steel forms, long forms, anchorage devices, underfloor electrification and ceiling construction. Also described are reinforcing bars, spirals, fabrics, and accessories. Illustrations, details, and specifications are given. Ceco Steel Products Corp., 5601 West 26 St., Chicago 50, III.
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**Structural Bolt Units**

Advantages of high-strength structural bolting is explained in 22-page booklet. Bolt assembly has shorter thread length, requires no washers if turn-of-the-nut method of installation is used, and has 1/4” increased bolt head width. Nut and head widths are identical and same wrench can be used on both. Less construction time is required and higher shear values reduce number of bolts required. Booklet contains specifications, dimensions, and strength properties charts as well as sections on shear, tension, installation, bearing tests, etc. Republic Steel Corp., 1441 Republic Building, Cleveland 1, Ohio.
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**Porcelain-Enameled Curtain Walls**

Booklet, 8-pages, describes porcelain-enameled steel curtain-wall system. It is protected from water by use of extruded butyl sealants, clamped under pressure, in all vertical joints. Poly-
Here's still another decorative pool adding distinctive flair to an outstanding modern building — 1120 Avenue of the Americas, New York. You see pools practically everywhere today — in lobbies (like this one), in and out-of-doors, upstairs and down. And it's thanks to lightweight, leakproof lead that you can put attractive pools nearly anywhere your fancy dictates.

Beneath these lead-lined pools you'll find all sorts of interesting (and profitable) things — garages, offices, stores, exhibit space — but never water. And you never will. Lead needs no maintenance and no replacement. It will outlast the building itself.

Lead is so workable, too. So readily conforming to any shape. And it's low in cost. You can really let your imagination soar.

Let it soar a bit now. Couldn't you do something dramatic with lead-lined planters or pools on some project you're thinking about? Detailed technical data on lead in these applications are yours for the asking. Lead Industries Association, Inc., Dept. N-9, 292 Madison Avenue, New York 17, New York.
sulfide sealants are used in horizontal joints. System utilizes panels as structural members, thereby eliminating all horizontal mullions and reducing joints by about 30 per cent. Also given are typical details, technical data, specifications, and photographs of completed installations. Erveeii Corp., 4000 West Ridge Rd., Erie, Pa.

**Low-Cost Ceramic Tile**

Brochure, 4-pages, describes ceramic glazed structural tile. "Utilitile" has been developed to compete in price with lowest cost utility wall materials. Tile offers fire-safety standards, imperviousness, resistance to stains, and structural strength. It is available in stretchers, corners, jams, sills, and miters. Arketex Ceramic Corp., Brazil, Ind.
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**DOORS/WINDOWS**

**Hardwood Doors**

Brochure, 4-pages, illustrates special hardwood made for door skins. "Masonite Dorlux" hardwood skins are available in factory-primed or custom-grained walnut or cherry finishes.

Temperature and humidity changes have no important effect on doors. It is free of internal stresses and has unusual dimensional stability that helps to prevent sagging or swelling of the door. It will not split, splinter, crack, rot, or corrode. Masonite Corp., 29 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, III.
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**ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT**

**Outdoor Lighting**

Booklet, 8-pages, describes outdoor fluorescent lighting units. They are used for lighting shopping centers, monuments, and commercial buildings. Booklet includes specifications covering lamp types, ballasts, wiring, enclosures, luminaires, reflectors, venting, color choices, and strength. Sterner Lighting, Inc., Winsted 1, Minn.
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**Supplementary Lighting**

GE has published 16-page booklet entitled "Supplementary Lighting." Booklet contains information on lighting systems designed to fulfill specific re-
Weis Lift-Free Latch unlocks by merely lifting door upward

Lift the door... the latch is free... the door unlocked. No delay in reaching an emergency situation—fast! This exclusive Weis feature is especially important in hospital, nursing home, school and other institutional locations. It's a handsome, simple, cleanly designed latch, described in the new Weis Toilet Compartment catalog—write for copy.

Weis belongs where toilet compartments really take a beating

HENRY WEIS MFG. CO., ELKHART, INDIANA
Q. WHAT OTHER LIGHTWEIGHT ROOF DECK MATERIAL COMBINES COMPLETE INSULATION WITH SUCH HIGH STRENGTH FOR MASS AREAS?

A. NONE! No other material can equal the advantages of perlite concrete. Compressive strengths to 500 psi; ‘k’ factors of 0.77 to 0.51; weighs only 3½ to 6½ lbs/sq. foot in 2” thick application. And perlite concrete can’t burn. Experienced Permalite perlite applicators in major metropolitan areas.

Permalite®

Largest Selling Perlite Aggregate in the World.

LIGHTWEIGHT INSULATING CONCRETE

Franchisees from Perlite Ore Mined by Great Lakes Carbon Corp.

Changeable Tables

Folder illustrates 17 tables and bases. Special attention is placed on CHF adjustable tables that are changeable in height from 18” high coffee tables.
Marlited paneling is used throughout the new Akron Orthopedic Clinic designed by Wagner and Lemmore. The corridor features beige plank; treatment rooms are paneled in various colors of Marlite Flank.

Specify Marlite for clean, modern interiors ...it's practically maintenance-free!

Any interior takes on a beautiful new look — and stays that way for years — when Marlite paneling is installed on the walls. That's because Marlite's soilproof baked finish resists heat, moisture, stains, dents. Marlite goes up fast, never needs painting or further protection ...and most important, it wipes clean with a damp cloth ... pushes maintenance costs to a new low! And Marlite gives your clients a wide choice of distinctive colors, patterns and authentic Trendwood® reproductions for creating beautiful wash-and-wear interiors—anywhere. For complete information, see your building materials dealer, consult Sweet's Files, or write Marlite Division of Masonite Corporation, Dept. 914, Dover, Ohio.

Marlite® plastic-finished paneling

ANOTHER QUALITY PRODUCT OF MASONITE® RESEARCH

MARLITE BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: 264 Permalume Place N.W., Atlanta 18, Georgia • 18 Moulton Street, Cambridge 38, Mass. • 4945 James Place, Melrose Park, Illinois (Chicago) • 2609 Chancellor Row, Dallas 7, Texas • 2657 Powell Street, Emeryville, California (Oakland) • 3950 Leonis Blvd., Los Angeles 58, California • 39 Windsor Avenue, Mineola, L. I. (New York) • 2445 Sixth Avenue No., Seattle 4, Washington

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 352.
"MATCHING" STAINS AND PAINTS

... perfect color matching for siding and trim with...

Cabot's

RANCH HOUSE HUES
For Wood Siding, Shingles, Paneling
An oil base stain for all types of untreated lumber. Provides an attractive flat finish. Colors are duplicated in the Old Virginia Tint line.

18 Matching Colors

SAMUEL CABOT INC.
928 S. Terminal Trust Bldg., Boston 10, Mass.

Please send color cards and information on Cabot's "Matching" Stains and Paints.

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 317

Pre-Fabricated Metal Walk-In Coolers, Freezers, or Combinations

6 FT. X 6 FT. TO 12 FT. X 12 FT.
in one-foot increments

Easily and quickly assembled on the job with only a light hammer!

The new Norris walk-in coolers, freezers, and cooler-freezer combinations featuring modular, all-metal construction—no wood parts to absorb moisture—offer complete installation flexibility. Ideal for every commercial, industrial, and institutional application, with a full selection of normal and low-temperature refrigeration equipment. Bonderized steel in grey baked enamel or optional stainless steel exteriors. Traditional Norris quality, too. Write for detailed specifications and descriptive literature.

For greater safety—greater impact resistance

SPECIFY fm TEMPERED plate glass framed MIRRORS

Where impact and shock resistance must be evaluated for specific mirror installations in hospitals, schools, institutions and other locations—specify FM framed tempered plate glass mirrors. Impact resistance is eight times greater than ordinary glass. Under terrific impact, the glass will shatter, but disintegrates into blunt fragments—net sharp. Available in a wide range of framed sizes.

Please write

Faries-McMeekan, Inc.
P. O. Box 35, Elkhart 2, Indiana
For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 328
to 29" high dining table. Metal finishes include solid bronze, bronze plate, satin or bright chrome, and anodized cast aluminum. Wood finishes include walnut and mahogany, as well as plastic and porcelain enamel tops.

The Chicago Hardware Foundry Co., 2500 N. Commonwealth Ave., North Chicago, Ill.

Furniture Catalog

Catalog contains descriptive information on benches and upholstered stools, cabinets, desks, sofas, and tables showing installation views. Separately included is a price list and specifications of all the aforementioned furniture. Lehigh Furniture Corp., 16 East 53 St., New York 22, N. Y.

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

Wrought Aluminum Manual

Fifth edition of Standards for Wrought Aluminum Mill Products has been introduced. Manual contains information on properties and dimensional tolerances of aluminum and aluminum alloy mill products. It is revised annually to include data on new standard alloys and products, and advances in production methods. This year's edition includes tables of mechanical properties, which now list strength in kips instead of psi. Data on standards for painted aluminum sheet and bend radii for sheet and plate are also included. Write on letterhead to The Aluminum Association, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

Cleaning Acoustical Ceilings

Pamphlet, 4-pages, outlines complete procedures for care and maintenance of acoustical ceilings. Pamphlet describes how to clean all types of acoustical material, including wood-fiber,

R-W DOORS

provide indoor-outdoor atmosphere at the Niles Township West High School swimming pool

Floor Plan, below, shows how the 18 R-W Doors were utilized to provide indoor-outdoor flexibility. Architects: Orput and Orput, Rockford; Contractor: Mercury Builders, Forest Park.

This installation of R-W No. 847 Doors graphically illustrates how “custom-engineered” industrial type doors can be utilized to close a special opening. Eighteen doors, 22 feet high by 13½ feet wide were used in double rows separated by an air space. During the winter, warm air is circulated through the air space to provide effective insulation qualities. The manually operated doors are ruggedly constructed of tubular anodized aluminum frames with panel inserts finished in various shades of blue to complement the surrounding architecture.

R-W offers a complete line of “custom-engineered” doors to meet almost any conceivable requirement . . . you provide the opening — R-W will fill it — effectively and economically. For complete information, request Catalog No. A-410.
REALISTIC SOLUTIONS IN TERMS OF TODAY'S NEEDS
A Problem Concerned with 10% of the U.S. Population

BUILDINGS FOR THE ELDERLY

By NOVERRE MUSSON, Architect
and HELEN HEUSINKVELD, Delegate to the White House
Conference Housing Section

216 pages, 8 1/4 x 10 1/4
300 illustrations, 1963, $15.00

Designed to stimulate the thinking of architects and laymen concerned with
the problem of providing adequate care for the elderly, this book carefully
isolates those factors which are purely or primarily architectural in
nature and examines them in light of the work
presently being done in all parts of this
country. About half the book is devoted to
to photographs, plans and drawings of some 65
existing or projected homes, with complete
data on each, including capacity, costs, facilities
provided, charges and services, materials of construction, site development, and
the like. Another section treats architectural
details, including plan types and relationships, typical room requirements, and
special furniture and equipment. In their
Introductory chapters the authors explore
the statistical, financial, sociological, and
philosophic problems that confront any
would-be builder of housing for senior citi­
zens that will truly meet today's needs. They
answer the questions of who should build,
what to build, where to build, and what the
project will cost to build (and run). They
summarize prevailing viewpoints on ques­
tions of group size, programs, integration
with community, amount of care and nurs­
ing facilities, and psychiatric problems.
Their study is not limited to any particular
economic segment of the community but
examines the problems of retirement
luxury as well as on social security alone.
A variety of architectural solutions are
posed for each group.

ORDER FORM

REINHOLD BOOK DIVISION
Dept. M-208, 430 Park Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.

Please send me ______ copies of Build­
ings for the Elderly $15.00 (each) under the
following terms.
□ Purchase price enclosed (Reinhold
pays all regular delivery charges)
□ Bill me (plus delivery charges)

NAME: ........................................
ADDRESS: ................................

□ Save Money! Enclose $15.00 with order and
Reinhold pays regular delivery charges. Please
include sales tax on Calif., Ohio, Penna. and
N.Y.C. orders. Send Check or Money Order
only – do not enclose cash!

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 361
**H-SERIES**

The "Design Line" Wall System

It looks like a custom job. It looks like a decorator's dream. It looks like much more money than it really is. It's Modern's new H Series partition. A variety of finishes—wood veneers, colors, Hushwall, noncombustible Fire-X. Easy to install, move.

**NOW...a handy PULLDOWN SHELF**

for restroom booths

A safe place for purses, gloves, packages, hats, coats, and briefcases. Attractively designed ... quality built ... self-clearing. Easily installed with just 2 bolts. A plus-factor in any building with public restroom facilities.

$11.95*  
F.O.B. Indianapolis  
Finished in lustrous chrome

*Slightly higher in the west

Send for free specifications, price list and installation instructions.

The NIK-O-LOK Company
422 East New York Street
Indianapolis 2, Indiana

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 401

**quality control insurance with**

the complete quality line of

PLUMBING SPECIALTIES

Picking the right fixture for the right spot in an industrial or institutional building plan makes the plumbing installation operate the way you designed it. T&S offers the widest range of quality plumbing specialties to choose from for every job in the building...and all the working tools architects and specifiers need to make plans easy, foolproof, quality controlled.

**Complete Line Of Fixtures.** The T&S complete line of "streamlined" plumbing specialties simplifies the planner's task of unit integration and quality controlled performance throughout his specifications. A full complement of quality-built T&S fixtures and service outlets for every purpose helps him to select the most suitable units for each location...Food Service, Drinking and Filling, Sanitation and Maintenance, Laboratories, and other specialized areas. When you specify T&S, you have positive insurance of reliability and service harmony "all-through-the-house".

**Complete Set Of Planning Guides.** T&S offers a two-volume library of specification manuals to the planner. They are fully detailed with exact specs and dimensional drawings of all stock fixtures and service outlets with variations to custom design every layout. Personalized, registered manuals of "Plumbing Specialties" and "Lab-flo Laboratory Service Fixtures" are available on request.

**Quality Plumbing Specialties Exclusively Since 1947**

Refer to 1963 Sweet's Catalog, Code: 35b

T&S BRASS AND BRONZE WORKS, INC.
128 Magnolia Avenue  *  Westbury, L.I., N.Y.
Area Code: 516 / Edgewood 4-5104

PRE-RINSE  *  GLASS FILLERS  *  WATER STATIONS  *  FAUCETS  *  PEDAL VALVES & SERVICE FITTINGS  *  POT FILLERS  *  KETTLE KADDIES  *  SPRAY HOSES  *  ACCESSORIES  *  LAB-FLO LAB. SERVICE FIXTURES

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 375
Continued from page 108

metal-pan, and membrane-faced ceilings. Included is information on types of paint, type of brush, and methods of application to be used. Armstrong Cork Co., Dept. P.I., Liberty and Mary Sts., Lancaster, Pa.

On Free Data Card, Circle 212

**SURFACING MATERIALS**

**News in Tile**

Highlights of Tile Technical Progress, 16 pages, sets forth in a series of short articles the most important recent innovations in ceramic-tile products and procedures. Material covered includes new epoxy mortars and grouts developed by Tile Council research, as well as dry-set mortars and grouts, organic adhesives, conductive floor installations, cleaning procedures, and other aspects of tile installation. Write (enclosing 10c) to: Tile Council of America, Inc., 800 Second Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

---

**Series 700**

**THE HEAVY-DUTY SWITCHES THAT MAKE ALL OTHERS LIGHTWEIGHTS!**

Rugged, versatile, profitable... real heavy-weights! That's Slater's new heavy-duty AC switches Series 700. Choice of side or side and back wiring in over 80 different models. Install quickly, work quietly, eliminate unprofitable callbacks...Series 700 stay in there swinging long after others have thrown in the towel. Specification Grade only. All have design extras that label them "Slater-engineered". So why settle for less when you can have the odds-on favorite...Slater's new Series 700?

Want to see what gives these switches their punch? Write us today — or better yet, see your Slater Distributor. He'll be happy to show you how Series 700 can build profits for you.
Modern Aluminum Racks
Tailored to Fit Your Exact Specifications

- Built to your specified length
- Models to fill your multiple shelf requirement
- All racks are adjustable in height
- Can be wall mounted, ceiling hung or floor to ceiling mounted
- Continuous inside or outside corners
- Models with hanger bar or double pronged hooks

For complete information and specifications write for catalog CL-310.

VOGEL-PETERSON CO., ELMHURST, ILL.

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 379

---

New Latitude in Washroom Design
In planning institutional and commercial washrooms you secure pleasing design and functional layout by specifying Bobrick washroom equipment: for soap, paper towels, toilet seat covers, feminine napkins, and waste receptacles. Unique "Bob-Recessed" models combine various accessories in single stainless steel units. Please ask for AIA File 29-J and make full use of Bobrick's architectural services available nationwide and in Canada.

Bobrick Dispensers, Inc., 503 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn 25, New York; 1839 Blake Ave., Los Angeles 39, California

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 314

---

Lighting News

TYRONE GUTHRIE THEATRE

For your next lighting project, count on the technical assistance of Kliegl experts. Whether in the field of theatre or architectural lighting, your project gains the benefit of Kliegl's six decades of lighting and control experience.

The result, as proved in thousands of installations, is an all-round better job at a definite over-all saving. There is no obligation—call on your Kliegl representative or write us directly, regarding your plans, today.

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 407
WHERE COST IS A FACTOR

SPEEDRAMP Passenger Conveyor Systems clear up pre-game and post-game upper deck congestion. Make upper deck seating more attractive, too.

WHERE PEOPLE CONGEST

... they need not!

SPEEDRAMP STEPLESS Passenger Conveyor Systems let you take shopping carts, wheelchairs, baby strollers right along up or down.

WHERE CARTS AND WHEEL CHAIRS CAN'T GO...

... why can't they?

SPEEDRAMP STEPLESS Conveyors eliminate heart-taing climbs up and down hills, stairs, ramps—outdoors as well as indoors.

WHERE HEART ATTACKS STRIKE...

... they must not!

SPEEDWALK® and SPEEDRAMP PASSENGER CONVEYOR SYSTEMS

The Original "Moving Sidewalks" By

PRODUCTS DIVISION • STEPHENS-ADAMSON MFG. CO.
GENERAL OFFICE & MAIN PLANT, 45 RIDGEWAY AVENUE • AURORA, ILLINOIS
PLANTS LOCATED IN: LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA • CLARKSDALE, MISSISSIPPI
BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO • MEXICO D.F.

For more Information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 373

For more Information, circle No. 393